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Int roduct ion
2017 was a year of unparalleled growth for the regulated New Jersey online gambling industry, one in which 

annual gross gaming revenue climbed nearly $50 million, to a record-shattering $245.6 million.

Existing online casino sites accounted for the bulk of the gains, but the market was helped along by the 

launch of new sites, including MGM-branded online casino and poker sites, and the proliferation of newly or 

recently launched formats, such as Live Dealer and Virtual Sports.

2017 also marked the first year in over a decade that Atlantic City land-based gaming revenue rose, 

dispelling any lingering doubt that online gambling cannibalizes brick & mortar revenue.

The short-term outlook for the NJ online gambling industry is mostly positive. Sites will continue to grow 

organically, and the addition of branded sites from Ocean Resort and Hard Rock should have a positive 

impact. However, there are clear indicators that the market is reaching maturity, so the margin of growth 

will likely be more subdued.

Despite the cooling, there?s still fair reason to believe that by the time 2018 comes to a close, NJ online 

gambling will have generated $1 billion in cumulative GGR.
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Key Num bers
- $245.6 million: The amount of revenue New Jersey online gambling sites generated in 2017, 

up 24.9% from $196.7 million in 2016

- 30.1%: The percentage by which online casino revenue climbed year-on-year. Online poker 

revenue moved in the other direction, down 8.5%.

- $43 million: The amount of taxes state regulated iGaming sites paid to state coffers in 2017. 

Lifetime taxes paid exceeds $126.4 million.

- $772.4 million: Gross gaming revenue generated since the launch of NJ online gambling in 

November 2013. 

- 10.7%: The percentage which we predict revenue will grow in 2018, resulting in annual GGR 

of $271.9 million. 

- $994.3 million: Base case prediction for how much revenue the industry will have generated 

by the close of its fifth full year (2018). 

- 19.0%: Bull case for which we predict revenue will grow in 2018, resulting in annual GGR of 

$292.3 million, and lifetime GGR of $1.01 billion.

NJ Online Gam bling 2017 Year  In Review : Big Pict ure 
Takeaways

Big monetary gains

From 2016 to 2017, gross gaming revenue was up $48.9 million to $245.6 million, with gains on the online 

casino side clocking in at $51.1 million to $221.3 million. The uptick was fueled by a number of factors, most 

notably the explosive growth of sites operating under the Golden Nugget license, which saw its online casino 

revenue rise a staggering 62.3% to $68.6 million. 
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More general reasons behind the industry?s growth include (in no order of importance):

- The proliferation of Live Dealer games on Golden Nugget Casino and Betfair Casino. High demand 

resulted in several expansions to the format, including longer hours and more blackjack tables. 

Golden Nugget launched its Live Dealer operation in August 2016, while Betfair (which shares a 

studio space with Golden Nugget) came on in May 2017.

- The debut of other formats, such as Slingo, Scratchers, and Virtual Sports. Collectively, these 

worked to broaden the appeal of online gambling, increasing gaming diversity beyond what even 

most b&m venues provide.

- A rather dramatic increase in the number of slot terminals. Top sites saw their slot lobbies swell to 

over 400. New sites debuted with over 200 titles. And mostly forgotten sites, particularly those 

powered by 888, surprised by effectively doubling their slot libraries. The surge in the number of 

online slots was even more pronounced on mobile casino apps, which finally became worthy 

counterparts to desktop casino clients in 2017. Slots remain by far the most popular format on NJ 

online gambling sites.

- Newer online casino operators hit their stride. Resorts and Mohegan Sun (both launched in 2015) 

came into their own, with year-over-year gains of 43.9%. Play SugarHouse, launched in August 2016, 

carved out a sizeable niche in the market, primarily due to its innovative take on promotions, loyalty, 

and its user interface.

- MGM: As we?ll see in a later section, the launch of MGM-branded casino and poker sites did have a 

moderately positive impact on revenue.

- The spread of PayPal: Although Caesars affiliated sites began accepting PayPal deposits and 

withdrawals in September 2015, it wasn?t until 2017 that other big names (Golden Nugget, Resorts) 

began supporting the popular and widely respected eWallet.

Bigger (and better) promotions, more targeted marketing, greater brand awareness, and better affiliate 

marketing also likely had a positive impact on revenue.

Smaller percentage gains

On a slightly dour ? but largely expected ? note, year-on-year growth was not as pronounced as it was from 

2015-16. In 2017, revenue grew by 24.9%, compared to 32.1% the previous year.

Table 1: NJ Online Gambling Y/ Y Growth

Put another 
pull quote 
here 

YEAR CASINO POKER TOTAL

2014* 92.7% -28.6% 45.3%

2015 33.3% -18.1% 21.2%

2016 36.1% 11.3% 32.1%

2017 30.1% -8.5% 24.9%

* Industry launched in late Nov. 2013, 2014 y-y comparison to December only
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The dip was slightly less pronounced on the online casino side, which saw year-on-year revenue increase 

30.1%, versus 36.1% gains from 2015 to 2016. The slight drop-off appears to signify the early stages of 

market maturity and was largely expected given the advancing age of the industry.

To reinforce this theory, we turn to the quarterly figures, which show sharp year-on-year gains in Q1, 

followed by less impressive gains in each subsequent quarter.

Table 2: NJ Online Casino Y/ Y Growth by Quarter

QUARTER CHANGE %

Q1 37.2%

Q2 31.5%

Q3 29.4%

Q4 23.2%

We have very little reason to suspect that this cooling trend won?t continue into 2018, perhaps temporarily 

slowed (or even halted/ reversed) in spots when new online casinos enter the mix.

Online poker stumbles

Poker, on the other hand, experienced a large drop, falling from year-on-year gains of 11.3% in 2016 to an 

8.5% decline last year. 2016?s revenue figures were artificially inflated by the March 2016 launch of 

PokerStars, which sparked temporarily renewed interest in online poker, while 2017?s numbers are most 

certainly a more accurate indicator of online poker?s overall health, which is to say not healthy at all.

The market has suffered due to the capped liquidity of New Jersey, and operator saturation. Losses were 

mostly felt at the cash game tables, with one-off tournament series continuing to do well. However, 

PokerStars? efforts to cross-promote via live tournaments in Atlantic City were largely disappointing.

It is believed that 2018 could see a revival of the non-house banked variant, as New Jersey has penned an 

agreement with Nevada and Delaware to share player liquidity. The compact is expected to go live sometime 

in late-H1 or H2 of this year, and may soon include Pennsylvania, which legalized online gambling in October 

2017. Adding Pennsylvania would effectively double the population reach of the current three-state market.

New sites a mixed bag

2017 saw the launch of two new online casino sites (playMGM and Scores Casino), and two online poker 

sites (playMGM poker, Pala Poker), all of which operate under the Borgata Internet gaming license.

The Pala Poker site had little impact, although in defense of the room, it didn?t come out of beta until 

December (beta began in June) and still operates on limited hours. Still it?s difficult to ignore the site?s 

liquidity, which is near zero for cash games and only somewhat better for tournaments.
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The MGM-branded sites, launched in early August 2017, appeared to have had a more material impact on 

revenue. On the poker side, Borgata revenue was down just 3.3% year-on-year from August to December, 

compared to a 10.2% decline for the total market. For casino, Borgata averaged 10.1% more revenue from 

August to December than from January through July, whereas total casino revenue was only up an average 

of 3.2% across those two timespans.

It?s plausible that Scores Casino contributed to the uptick on the casino side, although given that it?s merely 

a skin of the niche Pala Casino site, we suspect MGM accounted for the bulk of the gains.

NJ Online Gam bling 2017 Year  In Review : By Operat or

All five NJ online gambling operators (Borgata, Caesars, Golden Nugget, Resorts, and Tropicana) enjoyed 

revenue gains in 2017, but to widely varying degrees.

Table 3: NJ Online Gambling Rev. By Operator

OPERATOR 2016 REV. 2017 REV. Y/Y CHANGE %

Borgat a $47,015,134 $48,538,044 3.2%

Caesars $38,699,334 $43,001,527 11.1%

Golden Nugget $42,249,831 $68,568,498 62.3%

Resor t s $31,761,839 $42,947,491 35.2%

Tropicana $36,983,292 $42,550,421 15.1%

Interestingly, the two operators with the lowest lifetime revenue coming into 2017 (Golden Nugget and 

Resorts) showed by far the largest gains. It follows that each saw their lifetime market share rise sharply, 

with Golden Nugget?s climbing from 18.3% to 21.6% (+3.3%) and Resorts? from 8.3% to 11.5% (+3.2%). All 

other operators saw their lifetime market share dip.
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What this suggests is that while strong branding may carry an operator during its nascent days, it?s not 

enough to stand the test of time. As an illustration, both Borgata and Caesars ? without a doubt the two 

most recognizable Atlantic City brands ? were overwhelming market share leaders early on, but have since 

ceded much of their lead (Caesars even dropped to third place in late 2017, behind Golden Nugget) to lesser 

knowns. Since 2015, it?s these lesser knowns ? primarily sites under the Golden Nugget and Resorts licenses 

? who have put forth the strongest marketing efforts and who have gone to the greatest lengths to improve 

their platforms, which are now the industry?s most inclusive.

Borgata

Brands

- Borgata (poker and casino)

- PartyPoker (poker and casino)

- playMGM (poker and casino)

- Pala (poker, casino, and bingo)

- Scores (casino)

By the numbers

- $41 million in casino revenue in 2017 (3rd place), up 8.5% year-on-year (smallest gains)

- $7.5 million in poker revenue (2nd place), down 18.4% year-on-year

- $189.3 million in lifetime revenue (1st place)

Table 4: Borgata Revenue History

YEAR CASINO POKER TOTAL Y/Y CHANGE %

2014 $28,977,748 $15,315,123 $44,292,871

2015 $32,585,279 $13,082,008 $45,667,287 3.1%

2016 $37,824,967 $9,190,167 $47,015,134 3.0%

2017 $41,039,968 $7,498,076 $48,538,044 3.2%

Highlights and lowlights

- Newly minted MGM-branded poker and casino sites appeared to provide a modest revenue uptick.

- Other new sites (Pala Poker and Scores Casino) don?t seem to have moved the needle.

- Sites on the GVC platform (Borgata, Party, playMGM) added approximately 75 titles; Pala Casino 

added roughly 60.

- There were no new gaming formats to speak of.

- Still ranks as lifetime revenue leader, but now trails behind Golden Nugget for lifetime casino 

revenue.

NJONLINEGAMBLING.COM
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Analysis

After a blistering start in 2013-15, no doubt fueled by the strength of its brand, Borgata has allowed the rest 

of the field to gain ground.

On the casino side, Borgata has experienced moderate growth of late, but its gains have lagged well behind 

industry averages in every year since 2015. Recent online poker trends have been even more discouraging. 

In 2017, Borgata online poker was nearly the market?s biggest loser, with revenue declining at more than 

twice the rate of the industry average. It did however, reclaim a firm grip on second place, surpassing 

WSOP/888.

While a portion of Borgata?s slow growth can be attributed to having started at a much higher point, subpar 

platforms and weak marketing/promotional efforts appear just as influential. The lack of new formats, with 

the sole exception of a Pala bingo site, hasn?t done the operator any favors either.

New sites Scores Casino and Pala Poker did little to elevate revenue. MGM-branded sites, launched in 

August, appear somewhat more impactful, but hardly soared. We suspect they would have fared better if 

they weren?t mere skins on Borgata?s existing poker and casino networks. As is, the only real differentiating 

factors were the branding and promotional schedules.

Caesars

Brands

- Caesars (casino)

- WSOP (poker)

- 888 (poker and casino)

- Harrah?s (casino)

By the numbers

- $36 million in casino revenue in 2017 (4th place), up 19.7% (third biggest gains)

- $7 million in poker revenue (last place), down 18.8%

- $149.5 million in lifetime revenue (3rd place)

Table 5: Caesars Revenue History

YEAR CASINO POKER TOTAL Y/Y CHANGE %

2014 $19,516,648 $13,290,752 $32,807,400

2015 $21,903,380 $10,734,764 $32,638,144 0.5%

2016 $30,098,288 $8,601,046 $38,699,334 18.6%

2017 $36,020,705 $6,980,822 $43,001,527 11.1%

NJONLINEGAMBLING.COM
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Highlights and lowlights

- In April, a software update on WSOP caused long-standing technical issues including client freezes, 

resulting in a mass migration of traffic.

- Caesars Casino increased its game library by approximately 100 titles. Harrah?s Casino and 888 

Casino added roughly 50 titles in December.

- Harrah?s and 888 casinos finally released an Android app.

Analysis

2017 was a mixed bag for Caesars, with the casino sites taking to the offensive, but online poker taking a 

nosedive. 

The operator grew its annual online casino revenue by 19.1%; impressive, but below the industry average. 

Caesars found success running land-based crossover promotions, particularly the Millionaire Maker, which 

enabled online players to win entry into a live $1 million slot tournament. And all Caesars sites added a 

healthy number of games, including Harrah?s Casino and 888 Casino, which doubled their game libraries. 

Harrah?s/888 also released their much-anticipated Android casino app, the last NJ-based operators to do so. 

However, both platforms still feel antiquated compared to the best New Jersey has to offer.

The first half of 2017 was disastrous for Caesars? online poker sites. Its poker network, WSOP/888, released a 

maligned software update in April, resulting in many players not being to connect or stay connected. The 

issue was not resolved quickly, and many players simply abandoned ship. Revenue plummeted, down 32.2% 

from March to June, and has yet to fully recover.

Pending the network can keep its act together its short-term outlook is promising. The network stands to be 

the sole beneficiary (for now) of the liquidity compact between NJ, NV and DE, and has gotten aggressive on 

the tournament front, hosting the widely successful NJ Poker Classic in November, and rolling out an even 

bigger NJ Poker Classic II in February 2018.

Golden Nugget

Brands

- Golden Nugget (casino)

- Betfair (casino)

- SugarHouse (casino)

NJONLINEGAMBLING.COM
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By the numbers

- $68.6 million in casino revenue in 2017 (1st place), up 62.3% year-over-year (biggest gains)

- Does not support online poker

- $153.2 million in lifetime revenue (2nd place)

Table 6: Golden Nugget Revenue History

YEAR CASINO Y/Y CHANGE %

2014 $10,835,440

2015 $30,968,182 185.8%

2016 $42,249,831 36.4%

2017 $68,568,498 62.3%

Highlights and lowlights

- SugarHouse?s innovative take on online casino gambling quickly gains the attention of players.

- Betfair follows Golden Nugget as the second site to support Live Dealer games, going live in May. 

Golden Nugget expands its Live Dealer product.

- SugarHouse is first NJ online casino site to launch Virtual Sports product in November.

- Golden Nugget Casino expands game library by over 130 games; SugarHouse by roughly 110; Betfair 

by over 40. Golden Nugget ends year with nearly 500 games, leading the industry.

- Golden Nugget becomes first operator to crack $5 million (February), and then $6 million (July), in 

monthly online casino revenue.

Analysis

To say that Golden Nugget had a dominant year easily qualifies as an understatement. What the operator 

managed in 2017 would serve well as the blueprint for existing and yet-to-be launched online casino sites in 

the US regulated space.

All three casino sites under the Golden Nugget iGaming license aggressively pursued greater market share. 

Golden Nugget Casino rapidly expanded its game selection, on both mobile and desktop, and expanded the 

hours of operation of its popular Live Dealer product.

Betfair rivaled Golden Nugget in revenue, increasing its brand awareness through advertising spend, and 

capturing attention for its revamped loyalty program and welcome bonus ? now capped at a $2,500 match. 

Both Betfair and Golden Nugget casinos added PayPal as a cashiering method.

NJONLINEGAMBLING.COM
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But perhaps the biggest story was upstart Play SugarHouse. The casino, which launched in September 2016, 

captured the attention of gamblers through its alternate take on online casino gambling, incorporating social 

features, dynamic and lucrative bonus and loyalty structures, and tons of opportunities to earn spot 

bonuses, all subject to a relatively unheard of 1x wagering requirement. It didn?t hurt that Play SugarHouse 

quickly ramped up its game library, which currently features over 400 games, including virtual sports.

While we don?t expect Golden Nugget to grow at quite the pace it did in 2017 (+62.3%), there?s little reason 

to suspect that it won?t carry its momentum to another record-breaking performance by a single operator in 

2018.

Resorts

Brands

- Resorts (casino)

- Mohegan Sun (casino)

- PokerStars (casino and poker)

By the numbers

- $33.2 million in casino revenue (last place), up 43.9% year-over-year (second biggest gains)

- $9.8 million in poker revenue (1st place), up 12.2% year-over-year

- $81.5 million in lifetime revenue (last place)

Table 7: Resorts Revenue History

YEAR CASINO POKER TOTAL Y/Y CHANGE %

2015 $6,783,831 N/A $6,783,831

2016 $23,041,329 $8,720,510 $31,761,839 368.2%

2017 $33,166,928 $9,780,563 $42,947,491 35.2%

Highlights and lowlights

- Resorts becomes first operator to support a daily fantasy sports product, FastPick

- Resorts expanded game library by roughly 135 games; Mohegan Sun Casino by roughly 130

- Casino sites add more exclusive game titles

- Resorts and Mohegan Sun own the second and third largest casino game libraries, respectively

- PokerStars maintains online poker market share lead, by a healthy margin

NJONLINEGAMBLING.COM
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Analysis

Resorts proved in 2017 that small land-based brands can pull their weight in the competitive online 

gambling space, pending they put forth a product online gamblers can get behind.

Casino revenue was up an impressive 43.9%, well above-average for the industry, and particularly impressive 

given that Resorts didn?t add any new sites, and just one new format ? the daily fantasy sports game, 

FastPick. (Virtual Sports was added in early 2018). Instead, Resorts and sister site Mohegan Sun focused on 

games, averaging more than 10 new titles per month, some of which were exclusive to the network.

Resorts also made tweaks to its robust rewards scheme, and it was the first full year that both itself and 

Mohegan Sun supported PayPal.

PokerStars also enjoyed a decent year, at least in relative terms. Online poker revenue was up 12.2%, but in 

reality it was really closer to flat, as PokerStars hadn?t launched until March 2016. Still, no change is better 

than negative change, especially in the struggling NJ online poker market.

Both the PokerStars NJSCOOP and NJCOOP series? met expectations, with the former driving revenue up its 

highest point of the year (May 2017: $962,914). Other promotional events and live tie-in events at Resorts 

Casino in Atlantic City grossly missed the mark.

Tropicana

Brands

- Tropicana (casino)

- Virgin (casino)

By the numbers

- $42.6 million in casino revenue (2nd place), up 15.1% year-over-year (second smallest gains)

- ·Does not support online poker

- $135.7 million in lifetime revenue (4th place)

YEAR CASINO Y/Y CHANGE %

2014 $22,574,300

2015 $32,822,727 45.4%

2016 $36,983,292 12.7%

2017 $42,550,421 15.1%

Highlights and lowlights

- Grew revenue despite not adding any new brands

- Tropicana and Virgin expanded game libraries by roughly 45 games each

- Did not add any new formats
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Analysis

For the third year running, Tropicana relied almost exclusively on its core game selection to drive revenue, 

and it worked, sort of.

Casino revenue was up 15.1%, well-below the industry average, but ahead of Borgata and only trailing 

Caesars by a few points. As far as growth, there really wasn?t much: the interface looks the same, the 

payment processing methods are the same, and the promotions are largely the same, albeit slightly bigger.

The only area where we observed movement was in the network?s game selection, which grew from roughly 

150 to 200 ? still well-below the market average. All of these new offerings were slots (including a couple of 

exclusives). Table game and video poker counts remained the same, and no new formats were added.

One has to wonder how long Tropicana will be able to get by doing the ?same old, same old,?. For now the 

strategy is working fairly well, but with Resorts and Golden Nugget getting more aggressive, Tropicana could 

lose significant market share in 2018.

NJ Online Gam bling Revenue: 2018 Out look

We do not see a path for the NJ online gambling market to maintain the same level of growth as in prior 

years. Instead, organic growth should produce incremental gains throughout the first half of the year, 

followed by more significant upticks once several critical events come to pass.

Our baseline projections show online casino revenue growing by 10.6% to $244.8 million and poker revenue 

spiking 11.8% to $27.1 million in 2018. Total industry revenue will reach $272.9 million, representing an 

uptick of 10.7%.

In the graph below, we display how we project the narrative to play out on a month-by-month basis and 

illustrate our bear and bull case scenarios.
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Reasons for optimism

- New brands: Historically, Atlantic City-branded online casinos have done well out of the box, and we 

expect this trend to continue with the launch of iGaming sites from Ocean Resorts Casino and Hard 

Rock Casino. Ocean has partnered with GAN, a proven entity in the New Jersey space that powers 

the Betfair Casino platform. Hard Rock has partnered with Gaming Innovation Group (a newcomer in 

the US but a force in European markets) for its portal and platform. A bear case starts to emerge if 

either casino does not launch its online site by early summer -- the expected timeframe of the b&m 

openings.

- Interstate poker liquidity: The interstate compact with Nevada and Delaware should spark renewed 

interest in NJ online gambling sites. We expect a burst of activity in the early days of the compact, 

that settles into more incremental, long-term growth. In a bull case scenario, Pennsylvania joins the 

compact, and begins sharing liquidity with the trio of states sometime late this year. Another bull 

case emerges if the compact goes live prior to the live WSOP in Las Vegas, as New Jersey players will 

benefit from increased traffic due to high levels of poker tourism in NV.

- New formats: Several New Jersey sites have been aggressively pushing new formats, such as Live 

Dealer and Virtual Sports. While we don?t expect too many new Live Dealer rollouts, existing 

platforms should expand their game offerings and hours of operation. Virtual Sports and other 

newer formats (Slingo, Scratchers) will broaden the appeal of online gambling.

- Sports betting: Should the federal ban on sports betting (PASPA) be lifted, New Jersey will be among 

the first movers in the industry. In a very optimistic scenario, we may see the beginnings of online 

sites tying their sports betting and iGaming brands, driving traffic across verticals.

Reasons for pessimism

- Market maturity: The days of explosive growth for the industry appear to be in the rear-view mirror. 

After breaking monthly revenue records on a continual basis in late 2016 and early 2017, revenue 

has been relatively static since March, hovering in a tight range between $20.4 mm and $21.3 

million. Given recent trends, there?s little reason to suspect that in the absence of major events 

revenue will climb more than incrementally.

- Delays, delays, delays: It wouldn?t exactly be shocking if the liquidity sharing compact, and at least 

one of the new online casino launches were pushed back, perhaps as far back as early 2019. In this 

scenario, revenue would gravitate more toward our bear case.

- Operator neglect: A true bear case takes hold if the delays are combined with general apathy from 

operators. For this very unlikely scenario to play out, existing NJ operators would divert most of their 

attention and a lot of their resources to the emerging Pennsylvania market, allowing its NJ sites to 

go on cruise control. Unlikely, because operators would be foolish to neglect the friendlier NJ online 

gambling landscape, but it could happen to a degree.
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